
The paper 
prisonIs the status

quo keeping you
from innovation?

How things should work

SET-UP EXPERIMENT ANALYZE

WRITE-UP REPORT INSIGHT BREAKTHROUGH

Each step in R&D 
brings you closer to 
innovation and the 
next breakthrough.

Lost time

Life sciences*: 

24,859hrs

Boosts speed to market 
You spend less time 
looking for data and 
more time innovating.

Reduces complexity 
E-WorkBook 10 helps 
simplify processes to 
accelerate innovation. 

Facilitates collaboration 
Its user-friendly interface 
is web-enabled, making
it easy to share data with 
colleagues and external 
partners.

Speed. Simplicity. 
High performance. 
E-WorkBook 10 
saves lost time:

Scales with 
ease  to handle 

more users and 
larger data 

volumes

A cleaner,
easier-to-use

interface 

More powerful 
analytics 

New 
spreadsheet 
with enhanced 
functionality 

Minimum installation and 
better integration options 
via APIs and web services

Learn more at 
idbs.com/simple

 lost per month

Industrial sciences*:

14,396hrs
 lost per month

Research suggests that inefficiencies in the lab result
in a significant number of hours lost every month.

Claim time back: 
E-WorkBook 10

Time-saving features

Let’s achieve

Collaboration requires that people that don’t necessarily speak the 
same scientific language are able to understand each other, and through 
a solution like this we are able to integrate people’s perspectives. 

Leading university hospital

Quality and 
review

Data capture 
and Analysis

Three main contributors 
to lost time  

Finding and
re-using data

E-WorkBook 10 could 
make a real difference 
to your organization.

Share lorem ipsumlor 
sit amet, consectetur 
adipiscing leifend enim

More

*Findings from a survey of IDBS customers and prospects 
  based on 100 scientists working 8h/day for 48 weeks/year

But what happens when 
your research tools let 
you down? 

Relying on paper 
notebooks means 
you lose valuable 
time transcribing

...and looking for 
data, instead of 
applying all your 
energy to science. 

When you’re striving to deliver 
results quickly and cost effectively, 
don’t let paper-based working keep 
you from innovation. 


